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We present a novel technique for pre-processing files 
that can improve file compression rates of existing 
general purpose lossless file compression algorithms, 
particularly for files on which these algorithms 
perform poorly. The elementary cellular automata 
(CA) pre-processing technique involves finding an 
optimal CA state that can be used to transform a file 
into a format that is more amenable to compression 
than the original file format. This technique is 
applicable to multiple file types and may be used to 
enhance multiple compression algorithms. Evaluation 
on files that we generated, as well as samples selected 
from online text repositories, finds that the CA pre-
processing technique improves compression rates by 
up to 4% and shows promising results for assisting in 
compressing data that typically induce worst-case 
behavior in standard compression algorithms.  
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adapted from [1] 

 

As shown above, the compression improvement 
our method offers seems to have an inverse 
relationship with the compression ratio of the 
standard compression algorithm for the file being 
tested. Typically, standard compression algorithms 
perform poorest on random-like data, and this 
holds true for the files we test as well (the SSH 
keys, key1 through key10, and the randomly-
generated text files, random1 through random10). 
These random-like files also show the highest and 
most consistent improvements when using our pre-
processing method compared to the non-random 
files. Thus, this method could have intriguing 
implications for compressing random-like data and 
other types of data that typically induce worst-case 
behavior in standard compression algorithms.  
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Results	

Original Size: original size of file in bytes 
bzip2: size of file (in bytes) after being compressed by bzip2 
gzip: size of file (in bytes) after being compressed by gzip 
xz: size of file (in bytes) after being compressed by xz 
%Imp.: percentage of trials (out of 10) where our method results in a net positive effect on compression 
Δavg: average percent improvement in compression when using our method compared with using the standard 
compression algorithm alone 
Δbest: best percent improvement in compression when using our method compared with using the standard 
compression algorithm alone 
Tbest: time step at which the best individual compression improvement is found (that is, the value of T when Δbest is 
found) 
 
 
 
 


